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What does E-thesis do?

• E-thesis has published Doctoral Dissertations and Master’s Thesis since 1999.
• E-thesis is maintained and developed in the Digital Services of Helsinki University Library.
What does E-thesis contain?

- Over 4000 open access doctoral dissertations.
- Over 80% of doctoral dissertations from the University of Helsinki are published in E-thesis.
- The abstracts of every dissertation are published.
What does E-thesis contain?

- Over 3000 open access Master’s Theses.
- In addition, many Master’s Theses are deposited in the closed repository of E-thesis.
- The theses in the closed repository can be browsed and read in the Main Library (Fabianinkatu 30).
Why publish in E-thesis?

- E-thesis has over a million downloads every year.
- Your Thesis gets publicity it deserves.
- Your Thesis is easily accessible with a permanent address provided by E-thesis.
How can I publish or deposit my Thesis?

- PDF file + electronic form + publishing agreement => a thesis published in E-thesis
- PDF file + electronic form => a thesis deposited in the closed repository
- Further instructions available on the E-thesis website.